Previous research has suggested that patients with refractory medial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) show gray matter atrophy both within the temporal lobes and in the thalamus. However, these studies have not distinguished between different nuclei within the thalamus. We examined whether thalamic atrophy correlates with the nuclei's connections to other regions in the limbic system. T 1 -weighted MRI scans were obtained from 49 neurologically healthy control subjects and 43 patients diagnosed with chronic refractory MTLE that was unilateral in origin (as measured by ictal EEG and hippocampal atrophy observed on MRI). Measurements of gray matter concentration (GMC) were made by using automated segmentation algorithms. GMC was analyzed both voxel by voxel (preserving spatial precision) as well as using predefined regions of interest. Voxelbased morphometry revealed intense GMC reduction in the anterior portion relative to posterior thalami. Furthermore, thalamic atrophy was greater ipsilateral to the MTLE origin than on the contralateral side. Here we demonstrate that the thalamic atrophy is most intense in the thalamic nuclei that have strong connections with the limbic hippocampus. This finding suggests that thalamic atrophy reflects this region's anatomic and functional association with the limbic system rather than a general vulnerability to damage.
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COMMENTARY
T emporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is the most common symptomatic partial seizure disorder in adult patients and a frequent indication for surgical treatment of intractable epilepsy. Patients with TLE may have a surgically remediable epileptic syndrome and may be favorable candidates for operative intervention. The region of seizure onset often involves the amygdalohippocampal complex in the mesial temporal lobe, that is, medial TLE. Less commonly, the ictal-onset zone is limited to the temporal neocortex. The hallmark pathology of medial TLE is hippocampal sclerosis with neuronal loss in the CA1, CA3, and CA4 hippocampal subfields, as well as tissue damage and gliosis extending into other mesial temporal structures. Individuals with extrahippocampal, neocortical TLE may have other types of pathologic substrates, such as foreign-tissue lesions.
The introduction of MRI permitted identification of hippocampal atrophy and signal-intensity change in patients with TLE who were being considered for epilepsy surgery (1, 2) . The anatomic structure of the hippocampal formation in the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle facilitated detection of volume loss associated with hippocampal sclerosis (2, 3) . The MRIidentified hippocampal structural changes were shown to be a surrogate for focal cell loss and proved to be a reliable indicator of the temporal lobe of seizure origin (3) . Hippocampal morphologic changes associated with hippocampal sclerosis have correlated with a favorable operative outcome in patients with medial TLE undergoing surgical treatment. Visual inspection alone is usually sufficient to identify unilateral or asymmetric hippocampal formation atrophy. Quantitative volumetric studies permitted an objective assessment of unilateral or bilateral hippocampal atrophy associated with neuronal loss and were useful for research applications (1) (2) (3) (4) .
Previous studies using morphometric measurements have provided additional compelling evidence that extrahippocampal volume loss may occur in patients with medial TLE (2-7) . The volume diminution occurred predominantly in gray matter structures directly connected to the epileptogenic hippocampal formation, such as the amygdala and entorhinal cortex, and may represent neuronal cell loss (3, 7) . The maximal region of atrophy is usually ipsilateral to the epileptic temporal lobe (2, 3, 7) . Volumetric abnormalities also have been identified in the basal ganglia and cerebellum (4) (5) (6) . The structural neuroimaging alterations have been most prominent in patients with hippocampal atrophy (2, 6) . Long-term intracranial EEG recordings in one series demonstrated that the localization of the ictal-onset zone was concordant with the entorhinal cortical atrophy in 63% of patients with medial TLE (7) .
A potential mechanism for these structural changes includes the anatomic and functional connections to the hippocampus in patients with medial TLE (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . The studies by Bonilha et al. and Gonçalves Pereira et al. support the hypothesis that direct connections between neuronal structures and the mesial temporal lobe account for the temporal lobe and thalamic structural alterations. Previous reports also suggested that the relation between the hippocampus and amygdala as well as between the entorhinal and perirhinal areas may explain the volume diminution ipsilateral to the epileptic temporal lobe. Another pathogenesis to be considered for the widespread morphologic alterations may be the recurrent seizures or the underlying symptomatic proconvulsant etiology (9) . Conflicting evidence concerns the effect of repetitive seizure activity on neuronal function and structure (9, 10) . Recurrent seizures induce brain plasticity that may result in either neuronal cell loss or neuroprotection (9) . Intractable epilepsy or generalized convulsive status epilepticus may induce progressive neuronal loss, hippocampal atrophy, and increase in susceptibility to network synchronization (6, 9) . The presence of generalized tonic-clonic seizures in one study did not correlate with hippocampal formation atrophy (10). Variably, sequential MRI studies in patients with intractable partial epilepsy show progressive hippocampal and extrahippocampal volume loss related to the repetitive seizures (6, 9) .
Potentially, seizure propagation to gray matter structures and the subcortical white matter connected to the medial temporal lobe may be the basis for the more extensive morphologic alterations (4) (5) (6) . The study of Seidenberg et al. indicated that the white matter and gray matter changes may occur ipsilateral and contralateral to the epileptic brain tissue. The factors that correlated with the morphologic changes include the presence of a remote symptomatic etiology, early age at seizure onset, long duration of epilepsy, and an increase in seizure frequency. This outcome would suggest that the etiologic insult, combined with the progressive effects of seizures, may contribute to the structural changes. The findings in these investigations also may have important implications in understanding comorbid conditions that occur in individuals with TLE, including depression, cognitive impairment, and focal neurologic deficits.
Several pivotal questions remain to be answered regarding the implications and significance of these interesting neuroimaging observations. Ultimately, longitudinal studies using MRI will be necessary to see whether progressive morphologic abnormalities occur in patients with TLE (10). These three current investigations do not permit the identification of any one causative factor, such as neurodevelopment or repetitive seizures, as the etiology of the morphologic abnormalities involving white matter and gray matter. The importance of the neuroimaging findings with regard to seizure type, propensity to secondarily generalized tonic-clonic seizures, and status epilepticus should be elucidated. It is not known whether mesial temporal or more widespread anatomic changes are of prognostic importance in patients undergoing surgical treatment for TLE. The effect of contralateral or extratemporal volume loss on surgical outcome also is unknown. Determining the mechanism(s) for the morphologic alterations in TLE may have important implications in understanding epileptogenesis, the neural network in epilepsy, and potentially, neuroprotection.
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